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Of course we knew this day would arrive: social media affect-
ing not only the way we do business but also impacting how 
we go about funding those ventures. If the growth in crowd-
funding platforms is anything to go by, this is a booming phe-
nomenon, and only growing stronger. Given that both social 
media and crowdfunding maximize the power of one’s known 
and unknown social and professional networks, the strong ties 
between the two and the necessity that social media is to a 
crowdfunding exercise cannot be denied. There is no guaran-
tee, though, that one’s social media prowess or presence can 
ZH[PZMHJ[VYPS`�M\SÄSS�L]LY`�JYV^KM\UKPUN�WYVQLJ[�
   
A search on good old Google for a few crowdfunding plat-
forms brought up these results: Kickstarter and Indiegogo 
seem to be the most common go-to platforms for crowdfund-
PUN�WYVQLJ[Z��;OL`»]L�ILLU�[OL�PUK\Z[Y`�SLHKLYZ�HUK�^P[ULZZLK�
[OL� TVZ[� [YHMÄJ� PU� [LYTZ� VM� WYVQLJ[Z� Z\ITP[[LK� HUK� M\UKPUN�
received. RocketHub and Crowdfunder appear to come in a 
close second while a few others comprise the up and com-
ing pack—Crowdrise, Fundable, Quirby, etc. All platforms offer 
social media stats and advice on taking full advantage of social 
media channels to push the chances of success a crowdfund-
ing venture can achieve.

Alex Kennberg, a co-founder of Shopstarter (shopstarter.org) 
IHZLK�PU�;VYVU[V��*HUHKH��ILSPL]LZ�[OLYL�HYL�KLÄUP[L�ILULÄ[Z�
in using social media for crowdfunding. “It helps create noise 
HUK�NL[Z�WLVWSL�[V�SVVR�H[�[OL�WYVQLJ[��>L�M\UKLK�*VIYH�>HSSL[�
(cobrawallet.com) through Kickstarter, September to October, 

�����¹�;OL�WYVQLJ[�^HZ�Z\JJLZZM\SS`�M\UKLK�^P[O���������HUK�
1,106 backers. The product launch is in June 2013.

¸;OL�TVZ[� ILULÄ[� MV\UK� PZ� HJ[\HSS`� PU� [OL� ]PYHSP[ �̀� ;OLYL� PZ� H�
key difference between consumers buying from traditional 
LJVTTLYJL� Z[VYLZ� HUK�JYV^KM\UKPUN�WYVQLJ[Z��)HJRLYZ� HUK�
Z\WWVY[LYZ�VM� JYV^KM\UKLK�WYVQLJ[Z� MLLS� SPRL� [OL`� HYL� H�WHY[�
of the campaign and are helping inventors so they are eager 
[V�ZOHYL��;OL�ZOHYPUN�JHU�IL�PTTLUZL�PM�N\PKLK��>P[O�*VIYH�
>HSSL[��^L�OHK�MVSRZ�ZOHYL�VU�-HJLIVVR��;^P[[LY��7PU[LYLZ[��HUK�
YouTube, and even submit tips to their favorite blogs! Since 
ours was a hardware product, being able to use images was 
important. Encouraging backers to share, and showing them 
how, is one key thing a campaign should be doing, and not 
Q\Z[�VUJL�I\[�^P[O�L]LY`�\WKH[L��6U�:OVWZ[HY[LY��^L�ZLL�[OPZ�
HJYVZZ�[OL�TVZ[�Z\JJLZZM\S�JYV^KM\UKLK�WYVQLJ[Z�¹

Shopstarter is a venture co-founded by Kennberg as a result 
VM�[OL�Z\JJLZZ�HUK�[OL�WYVJLZZ�[OH[�^HZ�*VIYH�>HSSL[��,Z[HI-
lished January 2013, Shopstarter was created to enable pre-
ordering of products after funding has happened on Kickstarter. 
;OL�^LIZP[L�OHK�HWWYV_PTH[LS`����SP]L�WYVQLJ[Z�HUK�TVYL�[OHU�
200 transactions as of the publish date of this article. 

“Crowdfunding was part of the marketing strategy. It shows 
WLVWSL� HYL� ^PSSPUN� [V� [HRL� H� YPZR� VU� [OL� WYVQLJ[�� ^OPJO� PZ� H�
Z[YVUN�ZPNUHS�VM�PU[LYLZ[��>L�RUL^�^L�^V\SK�\ZL�ZVJPHS�TLKPH�
ahead of time; it played a big part in our funding. There is no 
N\HYHU[LL�VM� [YHMÄJ�VU�JYV^KM\UKPUN�WSH[MVYTZ��ZV� P[� PZ�\W�[V�
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the individual owner to push their network. Kickstarter has 
an interesting statistic saying if you reach 20 percent of your 
funding right after you start your project then there are more 
JOHUJLZ�`V\�^PSS� HJOPL]L�HSS� `V\Y� M\UKPUN��ZV� [OL�ÄYZ[�KH`�VY�
two is very important and we tried to get that 20 percent of our 
funding immediately.” 

Planning another crowdfunded project for June 2013 (cobrati.
com), Kennberg is happy to share some observations from 
his experience. “Build up your network—it matters a lot. Use 
the Find Friends feature on Twitter and Facebook and follow 
people who are specialized in that vertical or space to engage 
them. Have a budget for Facebook and Twitter ads to promote 
a few stories; if you have only a few friends on social networks, 
then this helps amplify the message. It is not the direct impres-
sions but the chance to re-share the information that has the  
maximum impact. Conversions are proportionate to the size 
of the network.” 

(U�HZWLJ[� [OH[�)Y\JL�.VVJO�[OV\NO[�OL�OHK�ÄN\YLK�V\[�I\[�
was surprised when his funding project, Comic Tycoon—a 
photography app to make cartoons on mobile phones, did 
not meet with the success he expected. His company, Insa-
tiable Genius (insatiablegenius.com), is located in Las Vegas, 
Nevada, and creates software, apps and applications that al-
low users to create interesting works of visual art and then  
seamlessly and immediately market that art on a large range of high  
quality products. 

“We have over 2.5 million users of our iPhone and Android 
HWWZ�HUK�^L�ZLU[�W\ZO�UV[PÄJH[PVUZ� [V�HSS� VM� [OLT��>L�ZLU[�
emails to a list of 15,000 users, and tweets to 40,000+ fol-
lowers. Yet, the project did not fund.” The one-month crowd-
funding effort in October 2012 for just $10,000 only garnered 
about 61 backers and $1,086. Bruce eventually had his project 
funded through other means.

“I heard of Kickstarter and gave it a shot. Indiegogo was a 
second option, but with the project faring badly, I did not go 
through with it. I knew I would use social media to promote 
my project. I used Twitter mostly because of the large fol-
lowing there and the ability to use images. Retweets worked 
especially if a celebrity or folks with large fan followings  
participated. I also did YouTube videos and they got hits but 
not conversions.” 

Daniel Haight agrees. A published author in the San Francisco 
Bay Area, he tried his hand at crowdfunding for launching his 
UV]LS�ZLYPLZ��-SV[PSSH��ÅV[PSSHVUSPUL�JVT��PU�(\N\Z[�������¸>L�KPK�
socialize our Kickstarter campaign and we used Facebook, 
Twitter, LinkedIn, blogs and emails to get as many eyes on 
the project as possible. We had a lot of shares (hundreds, 
in fact) but maybe three backers. The greatest impact came 
from Facebook in terms of ‘eyes on project’ but the failure of 

the Kickstarter campaign taught some valuable lessons in the 
need for clearly delineating the ‘why’ of these efforts.”

Crowdfunding is still a fairly new concept and there are many 
opinions about why things work or not. Successful campaigns 
impress and make the headlines but for every few that make 
the cut, there are so many brilliant ideas and efforts that are 
SVZ[�HSVUN� [OL�^H`�ILJH\ZL�VM� PUZ\MÄJPLU[� M\UKPUN� YHPZLK� [OL�
one way that creators know will be their best bet when they 
have no other means of funding to consider.

“Simply creating a project to ask for money is no guarantee 
of success. Crowdfunding requires a tremendous amount of 
energy and resources to create messaging that is emotionally 
compelling. It has to not only get attention but also convince 
people to part with their dollars, as opposed to just clicking 
‘Like’ or ‘Share’. I ran around during the 30 days of that cam-
paign tweeting, sharing on Facebook, emailing friends, shoot-
ing video, re-writing the campaign text … while in the end it 
didn’t get to where I wanted, I did learn about how to engage 
with people. When I launch another crowdfunding campaign 
for my novel’s sequel and web series this year, I’ll be better 
equipped to make it successful.”

Finding success with their campaign wasn’t hard for  
Arkami Inc., the creators of myIDkey (myidkey.com)—the  
ÄYZ[� ]VPJL�ZLHYJO�� ZLJ\YL� )S\L[VV[O�<:)� KYP]L� [OH[� KPZWSH`Z�
passwords and ID on the go. Their Kickstarter campaign 
^HZ� Z\JJLZZM\S� ^P[O� H� ÄUHS� M\UKPUN� HTV\U[� VM� ���������� 
exceeding the goal by 315 percent. Currently in the pre-
order stage, the product will be shipped September 2013,  
domestically and internationally. 

)LUQHTPU�*OLU��*OPLM� ,_LJ\[P]L�6MÄJLY��(YRHTP� 0UJ�� ZOHYLK��
“Before the launch, we talked to others who had successful 
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Encouraging backers  
to share, and showing  
them how, is one key 
thing a campaign 
should be doing, and 
not just once but with 
every update.



WYVQLJ[Z�HUK�OLHYK�[OH[�P[�^HZ�PTWVY[HU[�[V�ÄUK�^H`Z�[V�WHY[PJP-
pate in dialog with supporters, give regular updates, and share 
WYVK\J[�LUOHUJLTLU[Z��(�ZLUZL�VM�[YHUZWHYLUJ`�PZ�JYLH[LK·
WLVWSL�^HU[�[V�IL�WHY[�VM�[OL�QV\YUL �̀�>L�\ZLK�-HJLIVVR�HUK�
Twitter, and there was a lot of engagement through comments 
VU� [OL�2PJRZ[HY[LY�JVTT\UP[ �̀�>L�OH]L�H�ZTHSS� MVSSV^PUN�VU�
our individual pages as partners where we shared the product, 
0�^HZ�HJ[P]L�VU�3PURLK0U��>L�YLJLP]LK�HTWSPÄJH[PVU��V\[YLHJO��
HUK�YLJVNUP[PVU�LHYS`�VU�HUK�KPK�UV[�OH]L�[V�KV�HKZ�VU�-HJL-
IVVR�VY�;^P[[LY�K\YPUN�[OL�2PJRZ[HY[LY�JHTWHPNU�¹�

0[� PZ�Z[PSS� [VV�LHYS`�`L[� [V�ZH`� [OH[�HU`�VUL�ZWLJPÄJ�ZVJPHS�TL-
dia channel or a certain mixed bag of a few different avenues 
are the best methods to reach out to supporters and get the 
M\UKPUN�YLX\PYLK�MVY�HU`�JHTWHPNU�[V�NL[�VMM�[OL�NYV\UK��,]LY`�
project has its own recipe to success, or failure, as the case 
TH`�IL��HUK�ZVJPHS�TLKPH�WSH`Z�H�O\NL�WHY[� PU� [OH[��+VLZ�H�
JLY[HPU�[`WL�VM�WYVK\J[�VY�PUK\Z[Y`�SLUK�P[ZLSM�IL[[LY�[V�ZWLJPÄJ�
forms of social media based on the features the crowdfunding 
platform in question permits?

/LSW�(�4PUULZV[H�4HRLY�:\JJLLK��/(44:��,]LU[�JV�MV\UKLY�
�OHTTZL]LU[�JVT��HUK�*,6�-V\UKLY�VM�:[VYT:PZ[LY�:WH[PX\L�
�Z[VYTZPZ[LY�IPa��)LJR`�:[\YT� MV\UK� [OH[� H� ZVJPHS�TLKPH�Tt-
lange was in order for the success of her campaign, accom-
WSPZOLK�ZVSLS`�[OYV\NO�HU�L]LU[�^LIZP[L�HUK�UV[�HU�LZ[HISPZOLK�
JYV^KM\UKPUN�WSH[MVYT��¸>L�JVTIPULK�[OL�JYV^KM\UKPUN�HUK�
WVW�\W�ZOVW�TVKLS�HUK�WSLKNLK�\W�[V��������PU�[PJRL[�ZHSLZ�
HUK�KVUH[PVUZ� [V� VUL�VM� [OL�4PUULZV[H�4HRLYZ�^OV�WHY[PJP-
WH[LK�PU�[OL�L]LU[��0[�^HZ�H�Z\JJLZZM\S�ÄYZ[�H[[LTW[�HUK�TPNO[�

[\YU�PU[V�HU�HUU\HS�L]LU[��>L�^LYL�HISL�[V�NP]L�VUL�]LUKVY�[OL�
TVUL`� [V� PU]LZ[� PU� [OLPY�I\ZPULZZ�HUK�^L�KPK� [OPZ�HSS�^P[OV\[�
ZWLUKPUN�H�JLU[�VU�HK]LY[PZPUN�¹�

;OL�L]LU[�^HZ�OLSK�(WYPS�����������HUK�SH\UJOLK�PU�1HU\HY �̀�
/P[[PUN�ZVJPHS�TLKPH�OHYK�HUK�Z[H`PUN�LUNHNLK�^P[O�Z\WWVY[-
LYZ�OHZ�ILLU�PUZ[Y\TLU[HS�[V�[OL�Z\JJLZZ�VM�[OPZ�WYVQLJ[��>P[O�
ZTHSS�I\ZPULZZLZ�ÄUKPUN� P[�KPMÄJ\S[� [V�LHYU� SVHUZ� MYVT�IHURZ�
[OLZL�KH`Z��JYV^KM\UKPUN�PZ�[OL�UL_[�ILZ[�YLZVY[�MVY�V^ULYZ�

“A number of small business owners got together and pooled 
YLZV\YJLZ�[V�OVZ[�[OPZ�L]LU[��>L�\ZLK�-HJLIVVR�HUK�;^P[[LY�PU�
H�IPN�^H �̀�HJJV\U[PUN�MVY�HSTVZ[����WLYJLU[�VM�H[[LUKHUJL��>L�
HZRLK�LHJO�4PUULZV[H�4HRLY�[V�YLHJO�V\[�[V�MHUZ�HUK�MVSSV^-
LYZ�HUK�LK\JH[L�[OLT�VU�V\Y�TVKLS��>L�VMMLYLK�H�IVV[O�MLL�
YLM\UK�[V�[OL�4PUULZV[H�4HRLY�[OH[�IYV\NO[�PU�[OL�TVZ[�MHUZ�
MVSSV^LYZ�[V�[OL�L]LU[�¹

*YLH[P]P[`�PU�M\UKPUN�PZ�[OL�VYKLY�VM�[OL�KH �̀�HUK�\[PSPaPUN�ZVJPHS�
media to power that unique relationship is gaining traction. 
;OLYL�PZ�UV�KV\I[�ZVJPHS�TLKPH�PZ�JOHUNPUN�[OL�^H`�I\ZPULZZ-
es are communicating to customers, sometimes even before 
ZHPK�J\Z[VTLYZ�JHU�NL[�[OLPY�OHUKZ�VU�[OL�WYVK\J[Z�[OL`�HYL�
JVSSHIVYH[PUN�VU�[V�JYLH[L��:OHYPUN�H�M\UKYHPZPUN�JHTWHPNU�VU�
ZVJPHS�TLKPH�UL[^VYRZ�JHU�UV[�VUS`�L_WHUK�[OL�WV[LU[PHS�YLHJO�
PU� [OL� ZLHYJO� MVY� Z\WWVY[LYZ�� ^P[OV\[� WH`PUN� H� WLUU`� �YLHK!�
MYLL� HK]LY[PZPUN�� W\ISPJP[ �̀� WYVTV[PVU�� L[� HS��� I\[� HSZV� OLSWZ�
gain access to a whole gamut of demographics information 
VU�HSS�MVSSV^LYZ�[OH[�^V\SK�[`WPJHSS`�^HYYHU[�H�JVUJLY[LK�LMMVY[�
on attracting such information, at the cost of time, resources, 
ÄUHUJLZ��THUWV^LY�HUK�TVYL��

0[�PZ�\USPRLS`�[OH[�HU`�VM�[OL�J\YYLU[�[YLUKPUN�ZVJPHS�TLKPH�JOHU-
ULSZ� OHK� H� JS\L� OV^� SHYNL� VY� ]P[HS� H� WHY[� [OL`�^V\SK� WSH`� PU�
[OL�JYV^KM\UKPUN�HYLUH��I\[�P[�KVLZU»[�[HRL�T\JO�JVU]PUJPUN�
MVY� VUL� [V� HNYLL� [OH[� ZVJPHS�TLKPH� JV\SK�WVZZPIS`�IL�VUL�VM�
the best means to success when addressing a crowdfund-
PUN�JHTWHPNU��0U�MHJ[��P[�PZ�KPMÄJ\S[�[V�PTHNPUL�H�JYV^KM\UKPUN�
campaign gaining the momentum it needs to achieve its goals 
^P[OV\[� HU`� ZVJPHS� TLKPH� WHY[PJPWH[PVU� H[� HSS�� >OLYL� ^V\SK�
THU`�VM� [OLZL�Z\JJLZZ�Z[VYPLZ�VM�JYV^KM\UKPUN�IL�� PM�UV[� MVY�
[OL�OLSWPUN�OHUK�SLU[�I`�ZVJPHS�TLKPH&
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Build up your  
network—it matters 
a lot. Use the Find 
Friends feature on 
Twitter and Facebook 
and follow people 
who are specialized in 
that vertical or space 
to engage them.
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